Antibiotic resistance is a public health crisis. Antibiotic resistant bacteria (ARB) and antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) are present in drinking water distribution systems. Metals are known selective pressures for antibiotic resistance, and metallic corrosion products are found within drinking water distribution systems due to the corrosion of metal pipes. While corrosion products are a source of metals, the impact of specific corrosion products on antibiotic resistance has not been investigated. The objective of this study was to determine the impact of six corrosion products—CuO, Cu2O, Pb5(PO4)3OH, β-PbO2, Fe3O4, and α-FeOOH—on the abundance of ARB and ARGs. Lab-scale microcosms were seeded with source water from Lake Michigan and amended with individual corrosion products. In general, copper and lead corrosion products increased antibiotic resistance, although not universally across different ARB and ARG types. Concentration and speciation of copper and lead corrosion products were found to have an impact on antibiotic resistance profiles. Meanwhile, iron corrosion products had minimal impact on antibiotic resistance. Overall, this study sheds light on how pipe materials may impact antibiotic resistance as a result of corrosion products.

1. Introduction

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the World Health Organization (WHO), antibiotic resistance is a growing global public health crisis. Antibiotic resistance has a wide range of negative impacts at the patient, healthcare, and societal levels. For instance, ineffective antibiotics bring greater risk to modern medical practices, such as C-sections, transplants, and chemotherapy, all of which rely on antibiotics to manage infections. Treating infections caused by antibiotic resistant bacteria (ARB) also adds significant monetary cost to health care systems. In 2014, antibiotic resistance added $1383 per patient to the cost of treating a bacterial infection in the United States. On a global scale, the economic impact of drug-resistant infections is expected to be greater than $1 trillion in output losses annually after 2030. Deaths from antibiotic resistant infections also remain high. In 2019, 1.27 million deaths globally were attributed directly to drug-resistant infections. In order to combat antibiotic resistance, it is necessary to identify factors that trigger resistance to antibiotics and reduce pressures created by human activities that select for antibiotic resistance.

A variety of environmental factors act as selective pressures for antibiotic resistance. Metals can exert a selective pressure for antibiotic resistance. For example, metal and antibiotic resistance conferring genes can be located on the same genetic element. Additionally, there are cross-resistance mechanisms, where one biochemical system provides resistance to both toxicants; and co-regulatory resistance, where a linkage between regulatory systems allows one toxicant to trigger the removal of another toxicant. As a result of these relationships, antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) have been found to co-occur with metal resistance genes (MRGs) in a variety of environments.
drinking water distribution system (DWDS) is one such environment.\textsuperscript{16,17} Metals are prominent in the DWDS and enter the system through source water, corrosion inhibitors, and the corrosion of metal pipes.\textsuperscript{18} The metals then have ample opportunity to interact with microorganisms, which are seeded from source water and water treatment processes and develop biofilms that line the vast interior surfaces of the DWDS.\textsuperscript{19}

Corrosion is the deterioration of metal surfaces through electrochemical cell formation.\textsuperscript{20} Corrosion is a commonly occurring process within metal drinking water pipes as all parts required to complete the formation of the electrochemical cell are present. As part of the corrosion process, corrosion products, which are reprecipitates of metal ions released from corrosion, develop on the surface of pipes and can be released into the drinking water.\textsuperscript{21} Lead, copper, and iron pipes are often used in DWDSs. Common corrosion products include cuprous oxide (Cu$_2$O) and cupric oxide (CuO) from copper pipes;\textsuperscript{22} goethite ($\alpha$-FeOOH), lepidocrocite ($\gamma$-FeOOH), and magnetite (Fe$_3$O$_4$) from iron pipes;\textsuperscript{23} and lead dioxides (e.g., plattnerite ($\beta$-PbO$_2$), hydroxylpyromorphite (Pb$_3$(PO$_4$)$_2$(OH)$_2$), and lead(II) carbonates (e.g., hydrocerussite (Pb$_3$(CO$_3$)$_2$(OH)$_2$)) and lead(II) phosphates (e.g., hydroxylpyromorphite (Pb$_5$(PO$_4$)$_3$(OH))) from lead pipes.\textsuperscript{24,25} These corrosion products have all been found within DWDSs. It is possible corrosion products can be an inducer for antibiotic resistance due to their metal contents. Although research regarding the impact of DWDS metal sources on antibiotic resistance has been done, such as evaluating the impacts of corrosion inhibitors,\textsuperscript{26,27} no specific research regarding the impacts of corrosion products on antibiotic resistance has been conducted.

The main goal of this study was to elucidate the impacts of common DWDS corrosion products on antibiotic resistance. This study’s novelty lies in its examination of the relationship between corrosion products and antibiotic resistance, a connection unexplored in previous research. The specific objective was to determine how representative metal corrosion products that include plattnerite ($\beta$-PbO$_2$), hydroxylpyromorphite (Pb$_3$(PO$_4$)$_2$(OH)$_2$), cuprous oxide (Cu$_2$O), cupric oxide (CuO), magnetite (Fe$_3$O$_4$), and goethite ($\alpha$-FeOOH) impacted the abundance of ARB and ARGs. This research was accomplished through lab-scale microcosms in which water from a drinking water source was exposed to corrosion products. Subsequent heterotrophic plate count (HPC) and quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) methods were utilized to investigate changes in resistance. Knowing the impacts of different corrosion products will shed light on how pipe material can impact antibiotic resistance in DWDSs, which can be used to inform decisions on pipe material choice in future installations.

2. Methods

2.1 Microcosm set-up

Lab-scale microcosms were used to determine the impact of six different corrosion products on antibiotic resistance (Fig. 1). Specifically, twelve different experimental conditions were tested by varying corrosion products and concentrations (Table 1). More specifically, two lead, two copper, and two iron corrosion products were tested. Each corrosion product was tested individually at 5 mg L$^{-1}$ and 50 mg L$^{-1}$ added. The typical

Fig. 1 Overview of microcosm experimental set-up. Water collected from Lake Michigan was distributed amongst autoclaved bottles. Three experimental conditions along with one control condition were tested in triplicate in each experimental set. Conditions tested in each set are specified in Table 1. Bottles were sampled for water quality, bacterial plating, and qPCR analysis.
Table 1 Conditions tested for each microcosm set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Start date</th>
<th>Condition tested</th>
<th>Condition tested</th>
<th>Condition tested</th>
<th>Condition tested</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>02/01/2022</td>
<td>5 mg per L Pb(PO4)2OH</td>
<td>5 mg per L β-PbO2</td>
<td>5 mg per L α-FeOOH</td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>05/31/2022</td>
<td>5 mg per L CuO</td>
<td>5 mg per L CuO</td>
<td>5 mg per L FeO4</td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>03/29/2022</td>
<td>50 mg per L Pb(PO4)2OH</td>
<td>50 mg per L β-PbO2</td>
<td>50 mg per L α-FeOOH</td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>06/14/2022</td>
<td>50 mg per L CuO</td>
<td>50 mg per L CuO</td>
<td>50 mg per L FeO4</td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>08/16/2022</td>
<td>50 mg per L PbCl2</td>
<td>50 mg per L PbCl2</td>
<td>50 mg per L PbCl2</td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

amount of corrosion products released from pipe walls is difficult to establish as it can vary based upon the changes in water chemistry, hydraulic conditions, and pipe age. The concentrations used for this study were chosen based on previous toxicity studies which indicate that 5 mg L\(^{-1}\) of metals can cause oxidative stress and affect bacterial growth. An additional three experimental conditions were tested to investigate the impacts of dissolved metal species. All conditions were tested in triplicate.

On day 0 of each set, water was collected from Lake Michigan at Atwater Beach, Milwaukee, WI, USA in a disinfected 40 L carboy, as described previously. Water was brought back to the lab and transferred into autoclaved 1 L bottles. Six bottles were operated for each condition: three of the bottles were sampled on day 3 and three of the bottles were sampled on day 7 for each condition tested. Impacts of corrosion products on ARB and ARGs were monitored on both day 3 and day 7 to gain an understanding of how fast- and slow-growing bacteria may be affected, respectively. Corrosion products were added to bottles at concentrations listed in Table 1. Set 5 of the microcosms, also shown in Table 1, was designed to test dissolved metal conditions and serve as a comparison point to the corrosion products. The chemical compounds used for the dissolved metal conditions were considered appropriate as long as they were more soluble in water than the corrosion products and contained the same metals as the corrosion products (Cu, Pb, and Fe). It is noted that, although 50 mg L\(^{-1}\) of the metal compounds were added, the actual dissolved metal ion concentration is likely less due to precipitation of the metals once in contact with the water matrix (ESI Table 3†). Controls, also in triplicate, were run for each set. Control bottles consisted solely of source water and were used to monitor changes in antibiotic resistance with no metals added (no added corrosion product). All bottles were mixed at 150 rpm on an orbital shaker at room temperature (20 ± 2.0 °C) and covered with caps.

2.2 Water quality

Water quality measurements were taken on days 0, 3, and 7 as specified in Table 2. Initial water quality measurements of source water from Lake Michigan are presented in ESI Table 1.† The corrosion products tested are fairly insoluble, however the exact solubility of any corrosion product may vary from the conceptual nature of corrosion products and their solubility, the focus of this research was to first determine if the added corrosion products impacted antibiotic resistance. Note, dissolved (soluble) metal concentrations of samples were measured by initially passing the samples through 0.45 μm filters as defined by Standard Method 3030 B. This operational definition of dissolved may vary from the conceptual definition of dissolved, a solute surrounded by water molecules, if particulates smaller than 0.45 μm pass through the filter.

2.3 Corrosion product preparation

Cuprous oxide (Cu2O), cupric oxide (CuO), and magnetite (Fe3O4) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Goethite (α-FeOOH), plattnerite (β-PbO2), and hydroxylpyromorphite (Pb5(PO4)3OH) were synthesized based on modification of reported approaches. The crystalline phases of all corrosion products were confirmed using X-ray diffraction (XRD) performed on a Bruker D8 Discover A25 diffractometer (ESI Fig. 1†).

Preparation of goethite was performed through a temperature-controlled nucleation process under alkaline condition. In a typical synthesis, approximately 4.85 g of Fe(NO3)3·9H2O was added to 50 mL of water and precipitated by dropwise addition of a 4.8 M KOH solution. The solution was stirred vigorously until the pH reached 12. The suspension was sonicated for 30 minutes at room temperature, followed by oven drying at 100 °C for 70 minutes. The solids were then collected, washed, air dried, and preserved for use.

Hydroxylpyromorphite was prepared through a homogeneous precipitation method at pH 7.5 with the use of lead(II) acetate (Pb(CH3COO)2) and ammonium dihydrogen phosphate (NH4H2PO4) as precursors. 250 mL of a 4.4 M CH3COONH4 buffer solution was mixed with 250 mL of a 0.4 M Pb(CH3COO)2 solution under stirring, followed by the rapid addition of 500 mL of a 0.12 M NH4H2PO4 solution under mixing. The resulting suspension was adjusted to pH 7.5, stirred for 10 minutes at ambient temperature, and then aged for 48 hours at 100 °C. The obtained precipitates were then collected, washed, air dried, and preserved for use.

Plattnerite was synthesized through homogeneous oxidation of dissolved Pb(II) with free chlorine under alkaline condition. Briefly, an aliquot of a NaOCl solution (5 wt%) was added to a 1 L polypropylene reactor consisting of 5 mM Pb(NO3)2 under rapid mixing to reach a free chlorine concentration of 800 mg L\(^{-1}\) as Cl2. The reactor was covered with aluminum foil.
to prevent photo-induced decay of free chlorine. The solution was stirred, and pH was adjusted and maintained at 11 for 48 hours. The solids were then collected, washed, air dried, and preserved for use.

### 2.4 Quantification of total heterotrophic bacteria and ARB

Samples were plated from bottles on days 0, 3, and 7 using the spread plate method. R2A served as the base medium to which different antibiotics were added individually as previously described. Plates were prepared under aseptic conditions for the following antibiotics: ampicillin (AMP) at 32 µg mL⁻¹, sulfamethoxazole (SULF) at 100 µg mL⁻¹, rifampicin (RIF) at 4 µg mL⁻¹, ciprofloxacin (CIP) at 4 µg mL⁻¹, trimethoprim (TRIM) at 16 µg mL⁻¹, tetracycline (TET) at 16 µg mL⁻¹, and vancomycin (VAN) at 32 µg mL⁻¹. These concentrations are based on diagnostic concentrations inferring clinical resistance from the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) dilution method. All plates had a 100 µg mL⁻¹ of cycloheximide addition for fungal growth prevention. R2A plates with no antibiotic addition were also used to enumerate total heterotrophic bacteria (THB). Once samples were plated, the plates were stored in an incubator at 30 °C following growth plate protocol. R2A plates with no antibiotic addition were assumed to be antibiotic resistant bacteria. Since ARB were counted on day 3 and day 7 for seven different antibiotic plate types, there were fourteen possible scenarios where the concentration of ARB could have changed due to the addition of a corrosion product at a given concentration in our experimental setup. Raw ARB data are presented in ESI Table 4.

### 2.5 Quantification of metal and antibiotic resistant genes

Water samples were filtered through 0.22 µm filters using aseptic techniques, on days 0, 3, and 7. The volume of water filtered varied between 290-500 mL to obtain the highest possible volume without breaking the filter in order to maximize DNA collected. The filters were put in individual, sterile 2 mL tubes and stored at −20 °C until DNA extraction. For DNA extraction, each filter was crushed using a sterile pipette tip, and underwent three liquid nitrogen freeze/thaw cycles to achieve cell lysis. This minor modification to the DNA extraction protocol was used previously to aid in cell lysis. DNA extraction was then completed using the FastDNA® SPIN Kit (MP Biomedicals, Solon, OH) following the manufacturers protocol. qPCR was run on the extracted DNA samples from corrosion product sets to quantify the following genes: 16S rRNA, intI1, sulI, copA, cccC, cccD, and qacEΔ1. These genes were chosen for quantification after they were found to be in high abundance in a gene screening assay. ESI Table 2 provides more information regarding primers for each gene, qPCR reactions, preparation of the standard curves, and confirmation of amplicon identity via melt curve analysis. qPCR was run with technical duplicates on each sample pulled from the triplicate reactors with technical duplicates averaged for statistical analysis. All qPCR was run on a Light Cycler 96 (Roche Molecular Systems Inc., USA). qPCR gene count data for each sample is presented in ESI Table 5.

### 2.6 Statistical analysis

Two-way ANOVA analysis along with Tukey’s honest significant differences test for post hoc multiple comparison was done using GraphPad Prism 7® v9.3.1 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA) to statistically evaluate results. For THB and ARB, two categorical variables, corrosion product and antibiotic type, were compared against colony forming unit concentration. For gene analysis, two categorical variables, corrosion product and gene type, were compared against gene concentration. P-values < 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.

### 3. Results and discussion

#### 3.1 Copper corrosion products generally increased antibiotic resistance

The addition of copper corrosion products to Lake Michigan water increased the absolute abundance of ARB on day 3 and day 7 (Fig. 2). Also, a higher corrosion product concentration...
increased ARB concentration more than a lower corrosion product concentration (Fig. 2). More specifically, CuO addition resulted in 6 scenarios of increased ARB at 5 mg L⁻¹ and 12 scenarios of increased ARB at 50 mg L⁻¹. Cu₂O addition resulted in no scenarios of increased ARB at 5 mg L⁻¹ and 10 scenarios of increased ARB at 50 mg L⁻¹. Differences in the number of scenarios with increased ARB, as well as the types of ARB that increased, between the different types of copper corrosion products tested indicate that speciation of the corrosion products also impacts antibiotic resistance.

Although the addition of copper corrosion products increased ARB, this addition also increased the absolute abundance of THB (p-values < 0.05; Fig. 2). The increase in THB suggests that the increased absolute abundance of ARB was due to the promotion of overall bacterial growth, most likely caused by the increased presence of a limiting nutrient. Although copper is commonly known as an antimicrobial that decreases bacterial growth, copper toxicity varies based on multiple factors including bacterial tolerance and copper ion concentrations. Copper, in trace amounts, assists in biochemical transformations as a cofactor for enzymes and is therefore necessary for bacterial growth. In this case, it is likely that the addition of copper corrosion products increased ARB abundance by increasing the amount of bioavailable copper within the systems. When increases in THB were taken into account, there were far fewer scenarios that resulted in a significant relative abundance change in ARB following the addition of a corrosion product. Increased relative abundance of ARB was observed for only three scenarios, 50 mg L⁻¹ of CuO on day 7 for RIF, AMP, and VAN (p-values < 0.05) as shown in ESI Fig. 2.† It appears the effect of copper on ARB abundance is multi-faceted. With the compounds and concentrations examined, copper was more likely to increase resistance through bacterial growth stimulation than selection for resistant phenotypes, but both scenarios occurred at the high concentration. Further work is needed to determine if a corrosion product concentration threshold must be reached for resistance selection.

While copper corrosion products at both concentrations tested increased absolute abundance of ARB, the dissolved copper condition resulted in decreased THB and ARB concentrations. The addition of 50 mg L⁻¹ of CuCl₂ significantly decreased the absolute abundance of THB and all types of ARB on both days 3 and 7 (p-values < 0.05). Cu²⁺ has been found to inhibit bacterial growth at levels ranging from 0.635 µg L⁻¹ to 63.546 µg L⁻¹ depending on copper sensitivity of bacteria. It is likely that the dissolved copper condition resulted in ARB and THB death because it increased copper ion concentrations to toxic levels. At 50 mg L⁻¹, CuO and Cu₂O resulted in dissolved copper concentrations on average of 1427 µg L⁻¹ and 607 µg L⁻¹ respectively, while CuCl₂ resulted in higher dissolved copper concentrations, on average of 3331 µg L⁻¹. As mentioned in the methods, dissolved copper concentrations were measured using the operational definition of passing the sample through a 0.45 µm filter prior to ICP analysis. Variability in dissolved copper concentrations amongst triplicates, particularly from corrosion product bottles (see ESI Table 3†), indicate small corrosion product particles passed through the filters and resulted in the unexpectedly high dissolved metal concentrations measured under some conditions. Thus, although dissolved metal concentrations were operationally defined, these values are not an accurate representation of theoretical dissolved metal concentration. Further research should investigate whether concentrations of dissolved metal ions released from metal corrosion products, rather than the corrosion products themselves, directly correspond to shifts in antibiotic resistance due to dissolved metal bioavailability. Further work should also explore whether potential biofilm formation on the non-dissolved corrosion products contribute to any changes in antibiotic resistance. Additionally, more work is needed to...
determine whether copper corrosion products increase antibiotic resistance even if copper ion concentrations released are below regulated levels, such as those set by the US EPA Lead and Copper Rule (LCR).

Although THB and ARB concentration decreased after CuCl$_2$ addition, ARB selection did occur. On day 3, the relative abundance of bacteria resistant to SULF and TET was higher with the CuCl$_2$ addition than with the control. By day 7, this additionally became true for bacteria resistant to RIF and CIP. So, although CuCl$_2$ addition was toxic, the ARB survived better than the THB as a whole.

qPCR results, shown in Fig. 3, indicate that the addition of 5 mg L$^{-1}$ of either copper corrosion product did not alter the bacterial abundance as a whole. The absolute abundance of the 16S rRNA gene did not significantly change on either day 3 or day 7 compared to the control group at 5 mg L$^{-1}$ for either CuO or Cu$_2$O indicating the total number of bacteria within the system was relatively unchanged. It is important to note that the lack of change in 16S rRNA gene abundance does not mean that the bacteria community structure was unchanged. Future work is needed to elucidate the impact of corrosion products on microbial community structure as some microorganisms are more tolerant to metals than others. Moreover, the absolute abundances of three efflux pumps associated with metal resistance (copA, czcC, and czcD) were not significantly different compared to the control group, which also indicates that copper corrosion products did not result in relative increases in antibiotic resistance bacteria at 5 mg L$^{-1}$.

Despite no significant change in bacterial abundance in the copper corrosion product microcosms, low concentrations of copper corrosion products did promote the increase of some ARGs. CuO significantly increased the absolute abundance and relative abundance of sulfonamide resistance gene (sul1), efflux pump (qacE$\Delta$1) and class I integron (intI1). Previous studies proposed that the qacE$\Delta$1 gene (the attenuated variant of qacE), and sul1, were frequently present in the 3' conserved segment of most class I integrons.$^{49,50}$ Thus, all three functional genes may be co-transmitted if the microorganisms are exposed to a selective stress. There are two potential pathways that may allow CuO to promote the development of antibiotic resistance at low concentrations. On one hand, sub-inhibitory concentration (0.01 mg L$^{-1}$) of cupric ion (Cu$^{2+}$) can increase conjugative transfer of ARGs via an increase in cell membrane permeability and altered expression of conjugation regulatory genes (korA, korB, and trbA).$^{51,52}$ On the other hand, the selective stress from CuO at non-toxic concentrations may be related to the copper acquisition and utilization by microorganisms. A higher number of copper importers, increased permeability of porins, or a stronger ability to reduce Cu$^{2+}$ can provide advantages to bacteria by increasing their rate of copper acquisition and utilization when copper is limited in a system.$^{45-48}$

The microorganisms with these advantageous may also carry intI1, qacE$\Delta$1, and sul1, leading these genes to be indirectly amplified. In other words, intI1, qacE$\Delta$1, and sul1 could have increased because the bacteria carrying these genes had greater copper acquisition and utilization capabilities allowing them to become more dominant, rather than the genes themselves being expressed and providing the advantage. More research is needed on the co-occurrence and potential relationship between ARGs, mobile genetic elements, and metal utilization-related genes. In contrast, the effect of Cu$_2$O on ARGs was smaller compared to CuO at 5 mg L$^{-1}$. Cu$_2$O had almost no effect on ARGs at 5 mg L$^{-1}$ (Fig. 3).

At the higher concentration of 50 mg L$^{-1}$, qPCR results indicate that CuO influences antibiotic resistance by stimulating bacterial growth, including growth of some antibiotic resistant bacteria, while Cu$_2$O both decreases the total number of bacteria and provides a selective pressure for the maintenance of resistance. In the CuO treatment, the absolute abundance of copper resistance gene (copA), ARGs (sul1 and qacE$\Delta$1), and intI1 increased significantly with the increase in total bacteria. The relative abundance of ARGs (sul1 and qacE$\Delta$1) and

![Fig. 3](image-url)
intI1 were likely further increased under the selection pressure associated with copper utilization, similar to what occurred with CuO at 5 mg L\(^{-1}\). The addition of 50 mg L\(^{-1}\) of Cu\(_2\)O, however, decreased the total bacteria by day 7 and resulted in a significant increase in the relative abundance of all ARGs and MRGs tested by day 7. Previous studies also showed that Cu\(_2\)O was more effective in contact killing than CuO.\(^{23}\) Overall, at 50 mg L\(^{-1}\) the mechanisms by which CuO and Cu\(_2\)O result in increased antibiotic resistance seem to be different as CuO increases resistance concurrently with total bacterial abundance, but Cu\(_2\)O increases resistance while decreasing bacterial abundance. Different microbes within these systems likely have different tolerance levels to metals. This study focused on the impacts of the corrosion products on the bacterial community as a whole, but future research should consider impacts on specific microbes through microbial community analysis.

In summary, CuO and Cu\(_2\)O microcosm additions resulted in greater antibiotic resistance. Copper corrosion products generally increased the absolute abundance of ARB and ARGs, and 50 mg L\(^{-1}\) of copper corrosion products typically yielded more antibiotic resistance than 5 mg L\(^{-1}\). Differences in antibiotic resistance profiles suggested that the speciation of corrosion products influenced the absolute and relative abundance of ARB and ARGs.

### 3.2 Lead corrosion products resulted in multiple ARB and ARG increases

Overall, the lead corrosion product concentration added to the microcosms had a significant impact on the ARB concentration. At 5 mg L\(^{-1}\), only 3 experimental scenarios resulted in a significant increase in ARB concentrations. Pb\(_5\)(PO\(_4\))\(_3\)OH resulted in 2

---

**Fig. 4** Impact of lead corrosion products on THB and ARB. Log difference in the absolute abundance of bacteria, measured as colony forming units after a 5 day incubation on R2A or R2A supplemented with an antibiotic, for the no addition control vs. (A) 5 mg L\(^{-1}\) corrosion product on day 3 and (C) 5 mg L\(^{-1}\) corrosion product on day 7. Log difference in the absolute abundance of bacteria, measured as colony forming units after a 5 day incubation on R2A or R2A supplemented with antibiotic, for the no addition control vs. (B) 50 mg L\(^{-1}\) corrosion product or dissolved lead on day 3 and (D) 50 mg L\(^{-1}\) corrosion product or dissolved lead on day 7. Lead corrosion product and dissolved lead type and concentration added on day 0 to each microcosm are indicated by the color–symbol combination. Grow out condition abbreviations for added antibiotics are: R2A = total heterotrophic bacteria (no antibiotic), SULF = sulfamethoxazole, RIF = rifampicin, AMP = ampicillin, TRIM = trimethoprim, VAN = vancomycin, TET = tetracycline, and CIP = ciprofloxacin. For all graphs, points above the dashed line indicate more ARB growth than in the control, while points below dashed line indicate ARB growth was less than in the control. The statistical significance of each of the corrosion product scenarios shown is indicated in Fig. 5.
scenarios of increased ARB, and $\beta\text{-PbO}_2$ resulted in 1 scenario of increased ARB (Fig. 4). At 50 mg L$^{-1}$, 12 experimental scenarios resulted in a significant change in ARB concentration, and this result was highly dependent on the lead corrosion product added (Fig. 4). $\text{Pb}_3(\text{PO}_4)_2\text{OH}$ resulted in 10 scenarios of increased ARB while $\beta\text{-PbO}_2$ resulted in only 2 scenarios of increased ARB.

These results also indicate dissolved lead (e.g. Pb$^{2+}$) is a contributor to increased ARB absolute abundance (Fig. 4). The addition of 50 mg L$^{-1}$ PbCl$_2$ resulted in significantly increased absolute abundance of bacteria resistant to all antibiotics tested on both day 3 and 7 ($p$-values $< 0.05$). Additionally, the PbCl$_2$ addition significantly increased THB relative to the control on both days 3 and 7 ($p$-values $< 0.05$). The increases in THB and ARB absolute abundance following various Pb additions was surprising as Pb is not typically beneficial to bacteria. Unlike Cu, Pb is not usually considered a trace nutrient and has limited impacts on physiological functions in most bacteria.$^{34}$ The benefit Pb provides to bacteria may be more indirect as a result of how the community structure changes in response to Pb.

Although lead corrosion products resulted in increased ARB absolute abundance, neither of the two lead corrosion products increased the relative abundance of ARB. In fact, both $\text{Pb}_3(\text{PO}_4)_2\text{OH}$ and $\beta\text{-PbO}_2$ significantly decreased the relative abundance of all ARB types tested on day 3 ($p$-values $< 0.05$). By day 7, the lead corrosion products had no significant impacts on ARB relative abundance, with the exception of 5 mg per L $\text{Pb}_3(\text{PO}_4)_2\text{OH}$ increasing the proportion of bacteria resistant to Rif. In contrast, the dissolved lead condition increased the relative abundance in 9 out of 14 possible scenarios (ESI Fig. 3†).

Gene quantification indicated that lead corrosion products increased the absolute and relative abundance of ARGs, but only in a few instances (ESI Fig. 4†). At 5 mg L$^{-1}$, $\text{Pb}_3(\text{PO}_4)_2\text{OH}$ increased the absolute and relative abundance of qacEΔ1. At 50 mg L$^{-1}$ both lead corrosion products increased the absolute and relative abundance of qacEΔ1 and intI1. Similar to ARB, the impact of lead corrosion products on ARGs varied depending on lead corrosion product concentration and type.

3.3 Iron corrosion products had minimal impact on antibiotic resistance

The addition of iron corrosion products did not result in increases in the absolute or relative abundance of ARB at either 5 mg L$^{-1}$ or 50 mg L$^{-1}$, but the FeCl$_3$ addition increased ARB as compared to the no addition control (see ESI Fig. 5†). Iron corrosion product additions resulted in lower dissolved iron concentrations compared to FeCl$_3$ additions (ESI Table 3†). Because of the low solubility of the iron corrosion products,$^{35}$ it is likely that the dissolved iron species released by the corrosion products are not high enough to increase ARB under tested conditions or that the dissolved iron released from the corrosion products are converted to insoluble iron oxyhydroxide/hydroxide.
Iron corrosion products also generally did not increase the absolute or relative abundance of ARGs at the concentrations tested (ESI Fig. 6†). Only the absolute and relative abundance of the qacEΔ1 gene was increased in the β-FeOOH addition on day 7 at both 5 and 50 mg L⁻¹. Fe₂O₃ did not increase the relative abundance of any ARGs tested at 5 or 50 mg L⁻¹. Compared to the copper and lead corrosion products tested, the iron corrosion products resulted in the fewest scenarios of increased antibiotic resistance (Fig. 5). As various forms of iron have been used and are still used as water piping materials, the finding that iron corrosion products evaluated do not increase ARB or ARG abundance provides favor to the continual use of iron materials in DWDSs.

4. Conclusions
The addition of copper and lead corrosion products to Lake Michigan water, which is a major drinking water source, resulted in more instances of increased ARB and ARG abundance relative to the controls (no corrosion product added) and to the iron corrosion product additions. Although further research is needed to evaluate the risk of corrosion products increasing antibiotic resistance, reducing the development of antibiotic resistance in engineered systems is one avenue for combating the global rise in antibiotic resistance. Thus, the use of copper and lead pipes to carry drinking water should be further evaluated in comparison to other materials for real-world effects on antibiotic resistance. Lead service lines are already being replaced around the United States to minimize lead toxicity to drinking water consumers. In addition to showcasing another reason lead pipes may be harmful, this research indicates that copper pipes, which in some cases are being used to replace lead pipes, may have ramifications that iron pipes do not.

Additionally, the corrosion product concentration added and the speculation of the corrosion product impacted the levels of antibiotic resistance over a seven-day period. Typically, higher concentrations of copper and lead corrosion products resulted in greater antibiotic resistance. Moreover, Pb₅(PO₄)₃OH and CuO resulted in more increases in antibiotic resistance profiles than β-PbO₂ and Cu₂O respectively.

Although this study provided new information regarding the effects of corrosion products on antibiotic resistance, further work is needed to fully understand these effects within drinking water pipes, which are complex and dynamic systems consisting of environmental factors and engineering controls that may act individually or in combination to shape the microbial community. Exploring the impacts of water quality on corrosion products and antibiotic resistance would improve understanding of the water conditions most likely to promote antibiotic resistance in the DWDS. Determining the role of microbial community shifts in changing antibiotic resistance profiles would provide further insight into the impacts of corrosion products in drinking water pipes. Longer incubation of corrosion products within a pipe biofilm setup would also be useful in understanding antibiotic resistance in real systems. Furthermore, due to corrosion product particles passing through 0.45 μm filters, variability amongst measured metal ion concentrations made it difficult to assess the role of metal ions as a function of concentration in impacting antibiotic resistance. Future research that controls metal ion concentration is needed to investigate the relationship between metal ion concentrations in DWDSs and the development of antibiotic resistance among resident microorganisms.
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